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ABSTRACT 

The Rings system is one of the three elementary types of L.A.N. topology (the others being 

star and bus) and three elementary types of the protocols are established for practice with 

them. Certainly, the utmost popular of these are token-based protocols, the node holding a 

token is definite high-class admittance to the ring. Register addition is added alternative; a 

message into be implanted onto the ring, rescheduling any prevailing traffic by passing it 

over a shift register. The third, but currently less favored, method is to practice a slotted 

ring protocol: the ring is separated into slots that circulate from place to place the ring; a 

node desiring to transmit a message wait till a vacant slot is found, deviations the header, 

and transmits the communication in the body of the slot. 

The Slotted ring protocols were detested for numerous reasons: a monitor node is 

compulsory to confirm that slots that become tainted can be recognized and renewed 

(precise behavior of the ring is critically dependent on the correct performance of the 

screen); to change to a sensible  number   of slots onto the ring interruptions have to be 

introduced at apiece node and one node, normally the monitor,  has to be able to fine-tune 

its delay so that there are an integral number of slots; and the competence of slotted rings is 

generally bad, since the proportion of the header to the body is normally high. Its utmost 

benefit over token-based protocols, though, is that additional than one node can be 

communicating data at a time, using unlike slots on the ring.  The byline of transfer is 

generally created by dropping the place at the beginning (correct receipt skilled is captured 

to mean the right transmittal at the goal); the node concede possibility not fill a place that it 

has just announced, reinforcing that the opening is given to the next node and with 

safeguards fair approach to all growth on the ring. A distinctive application of a slotted ring 

is the Cambridge Ring protocol (British Standard BS6531). 

Test of general agreements has marked that those established a designate ring are possibly 

highest in rank adapted for giving delay-delicate talk, but simulation studies of extreme-
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frequency range Cambridge Rings have recorded that skilled are still meaningful restraints 

when conducted under extreme load and, further, load control is dubious because skilled is 

no appropriate limit that can surely be culled from the ring. The Orwell protocol was grown 

afterwards making a itemized study of the restraints of the Cambridge Ring pact: it was 

establish that by presenting goal release of slots, and by accumulating a novel, delivered, 

load control means to bound approach delays, a practicable level of conduct maybe 

acquired. For higher capacity networks multiple, synchronized, rings can be used and such 

a network is recognized as an Orwell Torus. 

Keywords: Local Area Network, Simulations, Signaling, Algorithm 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Simultaneously as comprehensive simulations of a single ring have been made, under a 

variety of load and traffic services, there has, as yet, been very diminutive investigation 

made into the comportment of an Orwell torus, or ring behavior in multi-ring systems. The 

reason for this, at least in part, is because of the huge quantity of simulation time 

compulsory to investigate networks of Orwell rings: a single simulation run of one ring 

takes, typically, a couple of hours on a VAX, or three times as long on a Sun 3/50 work- 

station for just a couple of seconds of simulated time. 

There are three foremost options available to try and reduce the amount of time required for 

simulation. The first and, almost certainly, tiniest feasible option is to use a greater and 

faster conventional computer than a VAX; this may decrease the amount of C.P.U. time 

required, but it is unlikely to diminution the total time for one simulation because of the 

higher demand placed on such machines. The second alternative search out decay the 

imitation model into processes that happen together and to reconstruct the model to impose 

upon parallel dispose of architectures in the way that the calculating; this alternative looks 

hopeful, even though that an individual alter aspect will have less capacity than few distinct 

C.P.U. machines, because the total power can be increased by simply using more 

processors. The third option is to create an innovative model that has identical external 

functionality as (or as close as possible to) the original model, but to make simplifications 

internally in consideration of humble the computational necessities: if favorable this 

tertiary alternative can either be secondhand on allure own, accompanying the original 

calculating or accompanying either of the additional alternatives to defeat imitation 
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opportunity in addition. This stage considers various simplifications of the model of the 

Orwell protocol that were examined while undertaking to cut the amount of estimate 

necessary all along imitation. All the results included here  are based on simulations using 

the Orwell simulator [7, 8], written in Simula '67, and on modifications made to that 

program. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE ORWELL PROTOCOL 

The full specification of the Orwell protocol, detailing its running actions, start-up 

procedures and, details for ensuring slot integrity is available in the specification document 

[1], but an overview of the running actions is given below for completeness. 

2.1 Ring Actions 

An Orwell ring consists of a series of nodes connected by a closed communications loop, 

figure 1. A number of slots circulate around the loop in a single direction. Each of the slots 

may be in one of three states: full, empty (known as a trial), or reset; these states are 

explained below. 

Each node upholds a counter, known as a d-counter, whose initial value is an indication of 

the traffic that the node has agreed to carry. Each time a cell arrives at a node it is placed in 

an input queue; when a node finds an empty slot then, provided the d-counter is greater 

than zero, it places the first cell in the slot and decrements the d-counter by one: if the d-

counter is already zero then the node is barred from using the slot and must leave it vacant 

for following nodes; in this way, 'hogging' of the ring is prevented. 

When a node finds a brimming opening called separate it removes the cell from the place 

and marks it as empty but accompanying its own address (it is secured from instantly 

renewal the opening). If a place form a thorough revolt of the ring outside being 

confiscated by another node, the ring is accepted expected ineffective and the place is 

convinced into a relocate opening (accordingly the empty opening is ordinarily referred to 

as a trial opening). A node observing a do over opening restores the d opposite to allure 

original level; the start operating system opening is pass on for each node just before all 

ring has been do over. 

Thus, the ring can go through a relocate for either of two reasons, even though the alone 

arrangement is used to discover two together: either all the growth on punching 
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competition have enhance worthless and have no traffic for the ring, or cause they are 

obstructed from achieve the ring cause their d-counter has attained nothing. In either case, 

the ring will swiftly approach a occasion at that all of the knots are either worthless or 

obstructed; a start operating system before takes place and all process is recurrent. 

 

 

Figure 1: A simple Orwell ring 

 

Figure 2: Slot format (field sizes in bits) 

When a new call requests the use of the ring, the node makes a decision, based on the 

current rate at which resets are occurring, as to whether carrying the new call is likely to 

reduce the reset rate below an acceptable minimum. If this is likely to happen the call is 

blocked, otherwise, the call is accepted and the original value for the d- counter is adjusted 

accordingly. 

2.2 Slot Format 

When carried on an Orwell ring a prefix to the cell has to be added, the complete entity 

then being known as a slot, figure 2. The JK field has a unique format to guarantee 

synchronization at the nodes. The Cl field is further subdivided into four fields, the first 

two of which are used to define the type of slot; the third bit, called the monitor bit is used 

to prevent corrupted cells from clogging up the ring; and the fourth bit is called a broadcast 
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bit, when set the cell will be copied by more than one node as it passes around the ring. The 

C2 field is mainly concerned with error protection on the slot header, and with other 

control and signaling functions; its behavior is not important within the context of the work 

covered here. 

2.3 The Orwell Torus 

To allow Orwell rings to carry very huge volumes of traffic the protocol has been designed 

to permit a number of rings to be able to operate together, in parallel, and in a synchronous 

manner:  such a network is known as an Orwell Torus.  Figure 3 shows 

 

Figure 3: Torus of Orwell rings 

an example of the torus, each individual loop of glass fiber between the nodes is known as 

an Arm. Slot machine on individual weaponry are shook for fear that commanding is 

continually continued between slots on various weaponry of the torus (skilled are 

reasonably authoritarian limits on the various fiber lengths that maybe secondhand on each 

arm). All of the rings operate using a single d-counter, and a cell awaiting access to the 

torus is placed in the first slot to become available; resets operate similarly, a reset on one 

ring causing all the rings to be reset [9, 10]. 

Additional advantage of the torus is the upsurge in reliability due to replication in the 

network: if a single ring or sub-node fails then the system can simply carry on operating at 

a reduced capacity; careful isolation amid the node controller and the sub-nodes can ensure 

that should a node controller fail, the sub-nodes can become transparent repeaters that take 

no further action on the torus other than to forward slots. 
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2.4 Calculation of the d-value 

In practice, traffic on an Orwell ring is separated into three classes, each at a different 

priority level; in this way, traffic that is highly delayed sensitive (for example, voice 

and signaling traffic) can be given a higher priority. To guarantee that all classes of traffic 

still have few approaches to the network, the d-counter is too detached into three answers, 

each characterizing individual of the arrangement levels. When a container reports at a 

node and is resting for approach to the ring it is established in the sequence acceptable to 

allure arrangement: when an empty place has happened taken the cell in the topmost 

arrangement sequence that still has an new d-distribution is picked and the appropriate 

counter regulated earthward; because the node all at once is only secured from further 

approach when all of the queues are either worthless or obstructed all classes of traffic are 

insured few approach to the ring all the while each changed interval but delay-sensitive 

services always get the highest priority. 

In consideration of bound, the respite at a ring inside agreeable limits the amount of traffic 

transported has expected cautiously regulated. Skilled is no need, still, for a concentrated 

call-control method because the total load being transported by the ring maybe driven from 

the changed rate in order that the ring has occasion to reach balance middle from two 

points call attempts: calls are only approved if the start operating system rate is adequately 

low to guarantee able ability for that call. Each new call, the d-allocation is regulated 

therefore; skilled are various plans feasible for deciding what advantage this endure be and 

two attainable arrangements are likely in this place. The motionless distribution blueprint 

bases the judgment on the appearance rate of containers for that type of call, A, and the 

maximum allowable pause between start operating system (Maximum Do over Break, 

M.R.I.): for each call, 

. . .'

A
d

M R I
  ……………………………… (16) 

and the d-allocation for a sole arrangement is the total of all the appropriate 8d's curved to 

the next best number; for V.B.R. calls, A is not necessarily the mean cell arrival rate but 

may be somewhat higher to allow for statistical variation. In the active distribution 

blueprint the d-allocation is regulated located upon either it was completely secondhand 

over the above relocate pauses: if the adequate d-distribution were secondhand over, 
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announce, the above three breaks therefore the supplying is raised by individual; if it were 

not fully used  in each of  the  intervals  then  its  value is decreased by one. This is subject 

to a extreme which is based on the capacity of the ring: the allocation for hostile 

arrangement sequence can either be a established never-ending or be adopt show the 

dissimilarity between the maximum for the ring and the amount demanded for one different 

queues. Calculating data traffic, that is regularly the help accompanying defeater in 

competition delay tolerance is usually assigned to the third queue that usually has a lasting 

d-distribution of 1 or 2. This guarantees that while the reset rate is extreme a abundant ratio 

of the ring bandwidth is feasible for specific duties, but as the relocate rate drops (i.e. occur 

less often) then such services are 'throttled back' and priority is given to those that are delay 

sensitive; some bandwidth, however, is always guaranteed. 

3. FIRST MODEL 

3.1 Algorithm 

This model emulates the behavior of the ring by using an array filled with random node 

numbers to represent the searching action of  slots.  The  algorithm  is replicated below. 

Each node, i, on an Orwell ring has an amount of bandwidth allocated to it that is stored in 

its 'd-counter', di; di being proportional to the number of calls being carried. 

Then, assuming that there are N nodes on the ring, let 

1

N

i

i

S d


 ……………………………………………………. (17) 

An array, Q, of size S is then filled using the following algorithm: for 

each node, i 

repeat di times 

j := random number between 1 and S if Qj is filled then 

increment j until Qj  is unfilled 

end 

endfi 
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Qj  := iOnce the array has been occupied, it is scanned in order using the following algorithm. 

This simulates the random manner in which the slots are accessed by the nodes waiting on the 

loop. A complete pass of the array with no cells switched represents a trial slot traversing the 

entire loop without being claimed and a reset occurs. 

j := 1 

repeat 

if Qj filled then 

if cell waiting on node Qj then switch cell 

Qj:= empty 

fi 

fi 

j := (j mod S) + 1 

until All Qz are empty or one pass of j with no cells switched 

Since, on average, a slot is filled by a cell for one half of one ring rotation, and because the 

slot cannot be filled again until the slot has reached  the  node after the one at which it was 

released,  then  the slot is in use for, on average,  1 + N /2 nodes and the proportion of each 

ring rotation for which the slot is in  use is 

1 / 2N

N


 ………………………………………………(18) 

If there are K slots on each ring in the  torus, and  R  rings,  there  will be a total  of KR slots. 

If the slot rotation time is t seconds, then  the  number  of cells that are carried in one second 

is 

 
1

1 / 2

NKR

t N



 ………………………………………………(19) 

giving r as the mean time between each cell being switched. 

To take account of the fact that the first time the ring is found to be idle would probably not 
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cause a reset to occur, the algorithm was implemented in a somewhat modified manner to 

permit this feature to be incorporated:  the searching algorithm was augmented with a status 

counter that was reset to zero each time a reset happened; the ring was not reset until the 

status counter had incremented to a pre-calculated limit (this calculation is based on the 

minimum time that a real ring takes to reset when completely idle, i.e. one slot rotation time 

plus the time required to get to the following node). Several algorithms were used for 

determining how the status counter should be incremented. The first was to reset the status 

counter to zero each time a cell was carried; the second was to allow the counter to increment 

to a certain value each time a cell was switched, and then to pause it at this value until the 

ring became idle before letting it increment up to the limit; the third was simply to allow the 

status counter to increment up to a fixed distance from the limit and pause it at this level until 

the ring became idle. 

Initially the delay between switching each cell was maintained as the constant, T. 

3.2 Results 

Simulations were performed on an eight node network connected by a 140Mbit/s ring. Only 

voice traffic was offered to the ring, and the auto-reset  mechanism  within Orwell was 

disabled. The cells used were of a different size to the now adopted values of 45 octets body 

and  5  octets  header,  at  16  octets  body  and 5 octets header: these values were maintained 

throughout this series of simulations so that comparisons could be made. The mean call 

holding time was set to a tenth of  a second. 

From these values the theoretical capacity of  the  ring  can  be  calculated.   The usable 

bandwidth, B' (efficiency) of the ring is given by 

' c

s

B B …………………………        (20) 

where,  B is the  bandwidth  of  the  ring,  lc    is  the  size of  the  cell and ls  is the size of the 

slot. Since each cell uses a slot for an average of (1 +  N/2)/ N  of a rotation, then the carrying 

bandwidth, B", is given by 

'
"

1 /
2

B
B

N
N


 
 

 

 …………………..…..(21) 
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Since each voice call requires a bandwidth, Bv, of 64 Kbits/s (the simulator only generates 

traffic in one direction), then the call capacity, C of the ring is 

"
. .
1 / 2

c

v s v

B N B
C

B N B
 


…………………………….(22)  

This value is an upper bound on the carrying capacity of the   ring, and it ignores the 

reduction in available bandwidth caused by the  trial and  reset slots. 

For the ring simulated in these experiments, therefore, the maximum traffic capacity of the 

ring is equivalent to 2,666 calls.   This is an absolute maximum for the ring; n practice the 

load control mechanism would limit the number of calls carried to somewhat less than this in 

order to hold the queueing delay within acceptable bounds. 

Initial runs on the algorithm were done over a simulated time of 0.1 seconds after a warm-up 

period of 0.1 seconds; whilst these times are   very short, and it is clear that the ring has not 

been given time to reach equilibrium, it is the relative performance of the simplified model 

when compared with the full model of the protocol that is of interest. The first set of 

simulations were performed using the 'backing off' technique for the status of the loop, 

holding the status counter at two less than the maximum value; intuitively this can be 

justified in that as a loaded ring approaches a reset, there are some empty slots circulating 

around the ring, whilst some slots are still carrying data. Figure 4 shows the mean reset 

interval as a function of carried load; it is clear from these graphs that the model has a 

significantly lower mean, enabling it to accept a much higher number of calls than the full 

protocol. Figure 5 shows the mean of the queue lengths as a function of carried load, and 

again it is clear that the amount of queueing caused by the model is significantly lower (the 

queues in Orwell are approximately a factor of ten longer). 

The 'backing off' of the status counter appeared to be causing the ring to reset more rapidly 

than was desired, so some simulations were performed at the other extreme, i.e. the reset 

status counter was returned to  zero after  each cell 
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Figure 4: Graph showing the mean reset interval (in µs) against carried load for Orwell and 

the first  model  using 'backed off' resets 
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Figure 5: Graph showing the mean queue length against carried load for Orwell and the 

first  model using 'backed  off' resets that was switched; in this way the ring only resets 

after a prolonged period of idleness. Figures 6 and 7 show the reset behaviour and 

queueing behaviour of this variant. They show that for low and medium loads, the reset 

interval is larger than that of Orwell, while for high loads the ring is still resetting too 

rapidly. The queueing can be seen to be significantly closer than for the 'backed off' 

model, but the queues are only of identical length at the point where  the reset behaviour 

is least accurate. 

In an attempt to match the queue lengths more accurately, it was decided to introduce a 

random element into the delay between switching cells, the justifica tion being taken from 

the fact that an M/D/1 queueing system has a mean queue length half that of an M/M/1 

system. Obviously the service time on Orwell can• not be a negative exponential, since the 

cell is of fixed size and the propagation delay around the ring (part of the service time in 

this model) has an upper bound of one rotation delay. However, as a first approximation to 

the service characteristic, a negative exponential service time was used, since this should 

form an upper bound on the  degree of randomness of the service time. 

The results of runs using the exponential service characteristic are shown in figures 8 and 9. 

It can be seen that the effect is to reduce the reset interval slightly at all loads, but has only 

affected the queueing at low loads; at high loads the amount of queueing is unaffected. 

The results correlation obtained thus far, was fairly poor, particularly when it is considered 

that the reset interval determines the maximum load that the ring can accept. In addition to 

this, the model was taking significantly longer to execute than simulations of the full 

protocol, and since the carried loads at certain offered loads were similar this could only be 

explained as the result of using a poor algorithm. It was realized that the array filling and 

searching was very inefficient; in particular, at low loads a large array was being filled   

with random numbers and then not used because the ring was idle. In addition, the 

searching algorithm for the array was inefficient: to discover that the ring was in fact idle, 

the algorithm would have to check all the locations in the  search 
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Figure 6: Graph showing the mean reset interval (in µs) against carried load for Orwell and 

the first  model  using 'totally idle' resets 

 

Figure 7: Graph showing the mean queue length against carried load for Orwell and the first 

model  using 'totally idle' resets 
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Figure 8: Graph showing the mean reset interval (in µs) against carried load for Orwell and 

the first model with negative exponential service time and 'totally idle' resets 'totally idle' 

resets 
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Figure 9: Graph showing the mean queue length against carried load for Orwell and the first 

model with negative exponential service time and 'totally idle' resets array, regardless of 

whether the indicated node had already been checked. A new algorithm was developed in an 

attempt  to rectify these  problems. 

4. SECOND MODEL 

4.1 Algorithm 

Since the first algorithm had been proved to be inefficient partly due to generating too 

many random numbers, an approach that avoided the redundant   generation of random 

numbers was required, in addition it was necessary to avoid checking a node several times 

when trying to decide whether it was idle. 

Both of these problems were avoided by using the algorithm below; in addition the 

overhead at each reset  is reduced to that of resetting the  no4e itself. 

reset ring 

while ring is not idle 

generate a random node number 

while (node is paused or idle) and there are unchecked nodes check the  

next node 

endwhile 

if we have a cell to switch switch the cell 

next status value 

else 

fi 

next status value 

wait for delay endwhile 

The 'next status value' is calculated by one of the methods mentioned in the first model. 

Switching the cell now also involves updating the d-counter at the node, a process that was 
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not needed in the first  model. 

4.2 Results 

The results for the above algorithm, using simulation runs of 1.0 seconds after 0.5 seconds 

warm-up are shown in figures 10 and 11. These results indicate that the behaviour of the 

second model is almost identical to that of the first, i.e. the ring was accepting a far greater 

load than the Orwell protocol. This discrepancy can be explained by inspecting the number 

of cells switched as a function of the size of the reset interval, figures 12 and 13. From 

these graphs it becomes clear that the service time of Orwell   cannot   be   a constant, but 

must be a function of the offered load: an interesting, and advantageous, feature of the 

protocol is that this function is such that the service rate for the ring increases as the load 

increases; this should be compared with a C.S.M.A./C.D. type protocol (for example, 

Ethernet) where the opposite occurs, leading the network to become less efficient at  high 

loads. 

Having noted that the service rate of the ring is not a constant, the explanation 1s readily 

apparent: in Orwell the slots circulating around the ring have two phases. In the   first, the 

slot is carrying a cell and the distribution of this phase is as noted before. In the second 

phase, an empty slot is searching for a load, and it is the distribution of this phase that is not 

a constant, but a function of the number of active nodes. Therefore, if accurate behaviour is 

to be obtained, the model needs to be modified to take this search period into account. 

5. THIRD MODEL 

5.1 Algorithm 

The previous two models have both been characterized by having a fixed average for the 

service time on the ring. In order to enable a load dependent service time to be 

implemented a couple of changes had to be made to the simulation program. These changes 

entailed keeping a record of the number of nodes that had cells ready for switching (and 

that were not in the paused state); alterations to   the simulator entailed modifying the code 

so that all changes to the status of a node were performed by a single sub-routine. 

To take advantage of the knowledge of the state of activity of the ring thereby obtained, 

one small approximation is needed, namely that the delay before switching the following 

cell can be determined as the current one is being switched (in practice this will mean that 
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the algorithm will slightly under-estimate the activity on the ring since nodes may well 

become active while a  cell is being carried). 

 

Figure 10: Graph showing the mean reset interval (in fLS) against carried load for 

Orwell and the second model 

 

Figure 11: Graph showing the mean queue length against carried load for Orwell and 

the second model 
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Figure 12: Graph showing the number of cells switched as a function of the size of reset 

interval for the model 

 

Figure 13: Graph showing the number of cells switched as a function of the size of reset 

interval for the Orwell protocol 
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In addition to this a further simplification can now be made to the model without any loss of 

accuracy: if all the nodes are either idle or paused, then there is no need to do any inspections 

on the ring and, hence, time can  be saved. 

reset ring 

while ring is not idle 

if there are active nodes 

generate a random node number 

while (node is paused or idle) and there are unchecked nodes check the next 

node 

else 

fi 

endwhile switch the cell 

next status value 

calculate delay based on number of active nodes 

calculate delay when ring is idle next status 

value 

wait for delay endwhile 

An exact value for the average hold time as a function of the number of active nodes is very 

difficult to calculate. The following values were used to 'test out' the model, and seem to give 

reasonable results. When the ring is totally idle, the delay is simply the time it takes for a slot 

to go around the ring, divided by the number of slots, t/KR. ·when a slot is seized it is held 

on average for half a rotation, so for KR slots the average hold time is t/2KR (cf. equation 19, 

the fact that the slot cannot be seized until the following   node is now accounted for by the 

search period). The search period is proportional to the number of idle nodes, and any 

particular slot will, on average, be half way to that node, giving the proportion of a rotation 

spent searching as 1- a/ N if there are a active nodes on the ring. The total delay is simply the 

sum of these two parts, 
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1 1
2 2 2

t t t

KR KR N KR N

 


   
       

   
………………………………….(23) 

5.2 Result 

The model was simulated over a period of 1.0 seconds after a warm-up time of 0.5 seconds, 

using 'totally idle' resets. Figure 14 shows that the reset interval is now much more closely 

matched to the original protocol and, in particular, the maximum load is almost identical. 

Figure 15 shows that, while queueing is now much more closely matched, there is still a 

factor of two difference on the results obtained so far. 

Finally, figure 16 shows the total processing requirements for simulating the Orwell protocol 

and the third model (warm-up time and running time); it can be seen that, for any particular 

carried load, the model is marginally faster (though for very high offered loads the fact that 

the model still accepts slightly fewer calls means that the total simulation   time is likely to be 

longer). 

To assess in detail the contribution to simulation time added by the nature of the Orwell 

protocol more simulations are required at very low loads. It is notable that the simulation 

time requirement is not linear with respect to the carried load, but increases significantly as 

the load carried increases; presumably this can be attributed to the processing of failed call 

attempts. 
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Figure 14: Graph showing the mean reset interval (in μS) against carried load for Orwell and 

the third model using 'totally idle' resets 

 

Figure 15: Graph showing the mean queue length against carried load for Orwell and the third 

model using 'totally idle' resets 
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Figure 16: Graph showing the processor requirements on a Sun 3/50 work-station, in CPU 

seconds, as a function of carried load for the Orwell model and the third model 

6. SUMMARY 

The pressing need to try and reduce the amount of simulation time required for simulating 

large networks has led to several models being created   that simplified the details of the 

Orwell protocol, whilst still trying to maintain its outward functionality. It was found that 

the behaviour of the ring had two contributory factors: a service time, during which the 

slots were carrying cells around the ring; and a search time, while they were looking for 

new cells to carry. The service time had a constant average, while the search time was a 

function of the instantaneous load carried by the ring. A detailed insight has been obtained 

into the behaviour of the Orwell protocol and, in addition, some reductions in the 

simulation time required have been achieved. However, it was decided that the model could 

not be incorporated into the A.T.M. network simulator without much further study. 
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